Privacy policy.
Administrator of the tangopm.com portal, which is Advantia Grzegorz Hryniewicz, attaches great
importance to respect the privacy of users. Therefore, in this privacy policy information about what
data is collected, for what purpose and what they are used for is provided.
The entire privacy policy is implemented in accordance with the requirements of Polish law, taking
into account the new Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council (EU) 2016/679 of
27 April 2016 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on
the free flow of such data and repeal Directive 95/46 / EC (referred to as "RODO", "ORODO",
"GDPR" or "General Regulation on Data Protection"), in force from 25 May 2018.
Data processed by Advantia Grzegorz Hryniewicz
These are data that users leave when using tangopm.com, they include email addresses that allow
the user access to his account, IP addresses that are collected to conduct statistics obtained by an
external Google Analytics company. The statistics will help you determine which content your
users are interested in. It also processes data that users leave when navigating on tangopm.com, they
are collected using cookies.
Data administrator
The data administrator is Advantia Grzegorz Hryniewicz located at al. Zwycięstwa 250, 81-540
Gdynia.
Requirement to provide personal data and user rights.
Providing personal data by the user is voluntary. Not providing them will result in the inability to
use the tangopm.com website. The User has the right to: rectify data collected by the company,
delete data, access to collected data, limit data processing and the right to lodge a complaint with
the body dealing with the protection of personal data. Additionally, the user can take advantage of
the right of withdrawal compliant. The withdrawal of such consent shall not affect the lawfulness of
the processing that has been made on the basis of consent before its withdrawal. If the user has
consented to the processing of data as part of the services provided for the use of tangopm.com, the
user may exercise the right to transfer personal data received from the administrator in a commonly
used machine-readable format. Withdrawal of consent can be submitted to the email address:
admin@tangopm.com.
Cookies,
Cookies are IT data, in particular text files that
are stored on the end device of the WPM website and application user.
Cookies usually contain the domain name of the website they come from,
the time of storing them on the end device and a unique number. Cookies are not
they are used to identify the user and no user's identity is determined on their basis.
The publisher's website can place a cookie file in the browser if the browser
it enables. Importantly, the browser allows the website to access only to
Cookies placed by this site, not files placed by others
websites.
External companies that will be able to process data.
Google Analytics

Is an analytical tool belonging to the company Google Inc., 1600 Amphitheater Parkway Mountain
View, CA 94043 USA, then "Google", this tool collects and records data on user activity on the
tangopm.com website. It collects numerical data informing about the number of users on the
website and data showing which content was most often viewed. The analysis of these data is made
anonymously. All data collected by Google Analytics is saved on a Google server in the United
States. Google Analytics allows you to opt-out for data collection, more information at
https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout?hl=de
Google AdWords
Saves visits to the site for marketing purposes on Google and the Display Network. When visiting
websites, the browser saves cookies that allow users to be identified as a re-visitor when the user
enters a website belonging to the Google advertising network. As a result, information that is most
interested in users will be shown on the websites visited. You may refuse permission to collect data
through Google AdWords at http://www.google.com/settings/ads.

